The 365 Calvary Steps
The 365 Calvary steps in the
charming old town of Pollenca lead
up to an incredible Good Friday
procession.
Experience the charm of Pollenca and the 365 Calvary Steps
(Calle de Calvari), one step at a time.

Up the 365 Calvary Steps, Pollenca, Mallorca
If you don’t look hard enough, you could possibly miss an
important attraction in old town Pollenca, the 365 Calvary

Steps (Calle de Calvari).
Worn down from thousands of Christian devotees and tourists,
there are numerous steps required to reach the top, in fact,
one for each day of the year. If you feel fatigued half way to
the top, enjoy a rest under the cypress trees or the fourteen
tall crosses evoking Christ on the way to his crucifixion.
Along your journey, catch your breath and view the gorgeous
homes and shops dotted along the steps. You will also find the
occasional cat enjoying a siesta under the trees – a welcome
sight to get your mind off the steep trek. Once you reach step
number 365, enjoy gorgeous views of the Traumantana Mountains.

A cat along the 365 Calvary Steps in Pollenca, Mallorca

The Knights Templar were the first owners
of this mount. Today, it hosts one of the
most impressive traditions of Mallorca’s
Easter week celebrations.
On Good Friday, the Calvari steps is where the Davallament
(Descent from the Cross) takes place. A carving of Christ is
removed from the cross. Then, in a somber torchlight parade,
the carving is carried down the steps. The ritual is performed
in silence except for the beating drum. Locals and tourists
follow the procession led by members of various brotherhoods
dressed in hooded robes. The parade ends at Our Lady of the
Angels, the parish church dedicated to the patron saint of
Pollenca, the Virgin Mary, and St. Michael the Archangel.

What goes up, must come down.
You can retrace your steps down the hill or venture along the
side streets back to Pollenca. Reward yourself for your
efforts and massive fitness tracker step count at one of
Pollenca’s many restaurants.
Tip: One of my favorites is La Font del Gall. Just look for
the fountain with the rooster on top at Calle Montesion, 4.

Down the 365 Calvary Steps Pollenca, Mallorca

Santiago de Compostela (the
Way of St. James)
Ever since watching the film with The Way with Emilio Estevez
and Martin Sheen, I’ve had a great interest in Santiago de
Compostela (the Way of St. James) pilmgrage. The large network
of ancient pilgrim routes are like a river system of brooks
and streams which join together to make a larger body of water
or in this case, the Camino Frances where pilgrims set out to
the reported tomb of St. James (one of the one of the apostles
of Jesus Christ) in the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela.

Way of St. James Shell
During the middle ages, people walked the “Camino” or “Ways”
as a traditional penance and pilgrims received an indulgence
to pardon their sin beginning by walking out of their front
doors toward Santiago, which was how the network grew up.
Nowadays, people begin their walk all over Europe, hoping to
complete at least 100 kilometers (62 miles) of a Camino to
earn their Santiago de Compostela (the Way of St. James)
certificate when they reach Santiago. The pilgrims carry a
passport or credencial which is stamped along the Camino.

The Three Main Santiago de Compostela Pilgrimage (the Way of
St. James) Routes
1. The French Way (Camino Frances) stretches 780 kilometers
(500 miles) from St. Jean-Pied-du-Port near Biarritz in
France to Santiago. It’s the most popular route and gets
very crowded in mid-summer). The route then continues
through Pamplona and Leon to Santiago de Compostela.
2. The Portuguese Way (Camino Portugues) stretches 227
kilometers (141 miles) from Porto in northern Portugal.
It’s a sister trail that runs beside Portugal’s Atlantic
coast before passing into Spain. You’ll pass along
villages and towns along the way, and beable to view
many cultural sites just as Queen Isabel of Portugal did
when she walked the Camino Portugues.
3. The Northern Way (El Camino Norte) is a very quiet and
beautiful route along the northern coast of Spain yet is
very hilly and mountainous. This extremely demanding El
Camino Norte route is 825 kilometers and since it is
situated on the Bay of Biscay, is prone to rain, fog and
harsh weather conditions.
The Long Walk to Santiago
I’ve heard walking the Camino is not really difficult since
most of the stages are fairly flat on good paths, but if you
plan on completing the entire Camino Frances, from St Jean
Pied de Port in France to Santiago de Compostela, you’ll need
about 30 to 35 days walking between 23 and 27 kilometers
(14-16 miles) per day. This means you need to train, train,
and be prepared for inclement weather. Along the way, many of
the overnight accommodations fill up quickly, so you’ll be
stuck camping in the woods.
Some people walk the walk but not in its entirety or span the
walk sections across years traveling to a point by plane.
Others even travel by horse or even bare foot. The receipt of
the credencial (stamp of authenticity) is rather difficult to

come by when reaching the end of the route in Santiago de
Compostela, but I just can’t help but think God will stamp a
passport for you in heaven or your efforts.
On your next vacation across Europe, look for the routes
marked with a yellow arrow or monuments with the traditional
scallop shell, symbol of the pilgrim or bake a Tarta de
Santiago cake at home.

